
Jessie Bernard (1903–1996) had a long and productive career as a sociologist. In 1972 she 
produced a penetrating feminist analysis of the gender inequalities in marriage. In this book, 
The Future of Marriage, Bernard maintains that there are “his” and “her” marriages. Men 
benefit more from their marriage than women because they have more power, control, and 
freedom, which are explicitly supported by the state and the church. Keeping these structural 
inequalities in mind, Bernard is especially interested in how different, both in subjective and 
objective terms, the “wife’s marriage has actually been from the husband’s throughout 
history.” This excerpt provides the groundwork for such an examination. 

THE TWO MARRIAGES 
Jessie Bernard 

The Future of Whose Marriage? 

Both Uncle Honoré and Gigi’s grandmother remembered it well, according to Alan Jay 
Lerner’s lyric. And this is what it had been like according to Uncle Honoré: “it was a lovely 
moonlit evening in May. You arrived at nine o’clock in your gold dress only a little late for 
our dinner engagement with friends. Afterwards there was that delightful carriage ride when 
we were so engrossed in one another that we didn’t notice you had lost your glove.” Ah, yes, 
Uncle Honoré remembered it well indeed, down to the last detail. 

Or, come to think of it, did he? For Gigi’s grandmother remembered it too, but not at all 
the same way. “There was no moon that rainy June evening. For once I was on time when we 
met at eight o’clock at the restaurant where we dined alone. You complimented me on my 
pretty blue dress. Afterwards we took a long walk and we were so engrossed in one another 
that we didn’t notice I had lost my comb until my hair came tumbling down.” 

The Japanese motion picture Rashomon was built on the same idea—four different 
versions of the same events. So, also, was Robert Gover’s story of the college boy and the 
black prostitute in his One Hundred Dollar Misunderstanding. Also in this category is the old 
talmudic story of the learned rabbi called upon to render a decision in a marital situation. After 
listening carefully to the first spouse’s story, he shook his head, saying, “You are absolutely 
right”; and, after listening equally carefully to the other spouse’s story, he again shook his 
head, saying, “You are absolutely right.” 

There is no question in any of these examples of deliberate deceit or prevarication or 
insincerity or dishonesty. Both Uncle Honoré and Grandmamma are equally sincere, equally 
honest, equally “right.” The discrepancies in their stories make a charming duet in Gigi. And 
even the happiest of mates can match such differences in their own memories. 

In the case of Uncle Honoré and Grandmamma, we can explain the differences in the 
pictures they had in their heads of that evening half a century earlier: memories play strange 
tricks on all of us. But the same differences in the accounts of what happened show up also 
among modern couples even immediately after the event. In one study, for example, half of all 
the partners gave differing replies to questions about what had happened in a laboratory 
decision-making session they had just left. Other couples give different responses to questions 
about ordinary day-by-day events like lawn mowing as well as about romantic events. Once 
our attention has been called to the fact that both mates are equally sincere, equally honest, 
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equally “right,” the presence of two marriages in every marital union becomes clear—even 
obvious, as artists and wise persons have been telling us for so long. 

Anyone, therefore, discussing the future of marriage has to specify whose marriage he 
is talking about: the husband’s or the wife’s. For there is by nowa very considerable body 
of well-authenticated research to show that there really are two marriages in every marital 
union, and that they do not always coincide. 

“His” and “Her” Marriages 

Under the jargon “discrepant responses,” the differences in the marriages of husbands and 
wives have come under the careful scrutiny of a score of researchers. They have found that 
when they ask husbands and wives identical questions about the union, they often get quite 
different replies. There is usually agreement on the number of children they have and a few 
other such verifiable items, although not, for example, on length of premarital acquaintance 
and of engagement, on age at marriage and interval between marriage and birth of first child. 
Indeed, with respect to even such basic components of the marriage as frequency of sexual 
relations, social interaction, household tasks, and decision making, they seem to be reporting 
on different marriages. As, I think, they are. 

In the area of sexual relations, for example, Kinsey and his associates found different 
responses in from one- to two-thirds of the couples they studied. Kinsey interpreted these 
differences in terms of selective perception. In the generation he was studying, husbands 
wanted sexual relations oftener than the wives did, thus “the females may be overestimating 
the actual frequencies” and “the husbands... are probably underestimating the frequencies.” 
The differences might also have been vestiges of the probable situation earlier in the marriage 
when the desired frequency of sexual relations was about six to seven times greater among 
husbands than among wives. This difference may have become so impressed on the spouses 
that it remained in their minds even after the difference itself had disappeared or even been 
reversed. In a sample of happily married, middle-class couples a generation later, Harold 
Feldman found that both spouses attributed to their mates more influence in the area of sex 
than they did to themselves. 

Companionship, as reflected in talking together, he found, was another area where 
differences showed up. Replies differed on three-fourths of all the items studied, including the 
topics talked about, the amount of time spent talking with each other, and which partner 
initiated conversation. Both partners claimed that whereas they talked more about topics of 
interest to their mates, their mates initiated conversations about topics primarily of interest to 
themselves. Harold Feldman concluded that projection in terms of needs was distorting even 
simple, everyday events, and lack of communication was permitting the distortions to 
continue.1 It seemed to him that “if these sex differences can occur so often among these 
generally well satisfied couples, it would not be surprising to find even less consensus and 
more distortion in other less satisfied couples.” 

Although, by and large, husbands and wives tend to become more alike with age, in this 
study of middle-class couples, differences increased with length of marriage rather than 
decreased, as one might logically have expected. More couples in the later than in the earlier  
 

1 For a discussion of the part played by communication in all relations between the sexes, see Jessie 
Bernard, The Sex Game (Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1968; New York: Atheneum, 1972). 
Chapter 10 deals with communication in marriage. 
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years, for example, had differing pictures in their heads about how often they laughed 
together, discussed together, exchanged ideas, or worked together on projects, and about how 
well things were going between them. 

The special nature of sex and the amorphousness of social interaction help to explain why 
differences in response might occur. But household tasks? They are fairly objective and clear-
cut and not all that emotion-laden. Yet even here there are his-and-her versions. Since the 
division of labor in the household is becoming increasingly an issue in marriage, the 
uncovering of differing replies in this area is especially relevant. Hard as it is to believe, 
Granbois and Willett tell us that more than half of the partners in one sample disagreed on 
who kept track of money and bills. On the question, who mows the lawn? more than a fourth 
disagreed. Even family income was not universally agreed on. 

These differences about sexual relations, companionship, and domestic duties tell us a 
great deal about the two marriages. But power or decision making can cover all aspects of a 
relationship. The question of who makes decisions or who exercises power has therefore 
attracted a great deal of research attention. If we were interested in who really had the power 
or who really made the decisions, the research would be hopeless. Would it be possible to 
draw any conclusion from a situation in which both partners agree that the husband ordered 
the wife to make all the decisions? Still, an enormous literature documents the quest of 
researchers for answers to the question of marital power. The major contribution it has made 
has been to reveal the existence of differences in replies between husbands and wives. 

The presence of such inconsistent replies did not at first cause much concern. The 
researchers apologized for them but interpreted them as due to methodological inadequacies; 
if only they could find a better way to approach the problem, the differences would disappear. 
Alternatively, the use of only the wife’s responses, which were more easily available, was 
justified on the grounds that differences in one direction between the partners in one marriage 
compensated for differences in another direction between the partners in another marriage and 
thus canceled them out. As, indeed, they did. For when Granbois and Willett, two market 
researchers, analyzed the replies of husbands and wives separately, the overall picture was in 
fact the same for both wives and husbands. Such canceling out of differences in the total 
sample, however, concealed almost as much as it revealed about the individual couples who 
composed it. Granbois and Willett concluded, as Kinsey had earlier, that the “discrepancies... 
reflect differing perceptions on the part of responding partners.” And this was the heart of the 
matter. 

Differing reactions to common situations, it should be noted, are not at all uncommon. 
They are recognized in the folk wisdom embedded in the story of the blind men all giving 
different replies to questions on the nature of the elephant. One of the oldest experiments in 
juridical psychology demonstrates how different the statements of witnesses of the same act 
can be. Even in laboratory studies, it takes intensive training of raters to make it possible for 
them to arrive at agreement on the behavior they observe. 

It has long been known that people with different backgrounds see things differently. We 
know, for example, that poor children perceive coins as larger than do children from more 
affluent homes. Boys and girls perceive differently. A good deal of the foundation for 
projective tests rests on the different ways in which individuals see identical stimuli. And this 
perception—or, as the sociologists put it, definition of the situation—is reality for them. In this 
sense, the realities of the husband’s marriage are different from those of the wife’s. 
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Finally, one of the most perceptive of the researchers, Constantina Safilios-Rothschild, 
asked the crucial question: Was what they were getting, even with the best research 
techniques, family sociology or wives’ family sociology? She answered her own question: 
What the researchers who relied on wives’ replies exclusively were reporting on was the 
wife’s marriage. The husband’s was not necessarily the same. There were, in fact, two 
marriages present: 

One explanation of discrepancies between the responses of husbands and 
wives may be the possibility of two “realities,” the husband’s subjective reality 
and the wife’s subjective reality—two perspectives which do not always coincide. 
Each spouse perceives “facts” and situations differently according to his own 
needs, values, attitudes, and beliefs. An “objective” reality could possibly exist 
only in the trained observer’s evaluation, if it does exist at all. 

Interpreting the different replies of husbands and wives in terms of selective perception, 
projection of needs, values, attitudes, and beliefs, or different definitions of the situation, by no 
means renders them trivial or incidental or justifies dismissing or ignoring them. They are, 
rather, fundamental for an understanding of the two marriages, his and hers, and we ignore 
them at the peril of serious misunderstanding of marriage, present as well as future. 

Is There an Objective Reality in Marriage? 

Whether or not husbands and wives perceive differently or define situations differently, 
still sexual relations are taking place, companionship is or is not occurring, tasks about the 
house are being performed, and decisions are being made every day by someone. In this sense, 
some sort of “reality” does exist. David Olson went to the laboratory to see if he could 
uncover it. 

He first asked young couples expecting babies such questions as these: Which one of them 
would decide whether to buy insurance for the newborn child? Which one would decide the 
husband’s part in diaper changing? Which one would decide whether the new mother would 
return to work or to school? When there were differences in the answers each gave 
individually on the questionnaire, he set up a situation in which together they had to arrive at a 
decision in his laboratory. He could then compare the results of the questionnaire with the 
results in the simulated situation. He found neither spouse’s questionnaire response any more 
accurate than the other’s; that is, neither conformed better to the behavioral “reality” of the 
laboratory than the other did. 

The most interesting thing, however, was that husbands, as shown on their questionnaire 
response, perceived themselves as having more power than they actually did have in the 
laboratory “reality,” and wives perceived that they had less. Thus, whereas three-fourths (73 
percent) of the husbands overestimated their power in decision making, 70 percent of the 
wives underestimated theirs. Turk and Bell found similar results in Canada. Both spouses tend 
to attribute decision-making power to the one who has the “right” to make the decision. Their 
replies, that is, conform to the model of marriage that has characterized civilized mankind for 
millennia. It is this model rather than their own actual behavior that husbands and wives tend 
to perceive. 

We are now zeroing in on the basic reality. We can remove the quotation marks. For there 
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is, in fact, an objective reality in marriage. It is a reality that resides in the cultural—legal, 
moral, and conventional—prescriptions and proscriptions and, hence, expectations that 
constitute marriage. It is the reality that is reflected in the minds of the spouses themselves. 
The differences between the marriages of husbands and of wives are structural realities, and it 
is these structural differences that constitute the basis for the different psychological realities. 

The Authority Structure of Marriage 

Authority is an institutional phenomenon; it is strongly bound up with faith. It must be 
believed in; it cannot be enforced unless it also has power. Authority resides not in the person 
on whom it is conferred by the group or society, but in the recognition and acceptance it elicits 
in others. Power, on the other hand, may dispense with the prop of authority. It may take the 
form of the ability to coerce or to veto; it is often personal, charismatic, not institutional. This 
kind of personal power is self-enforcing. It does not require shoring up by access to force. In 
fact, it may even operate subversively. A women with this kind of power may or may not 
know that she possesses it. If she does know she has it, she will probably disguise her exercise 
of it. 

In the West, the institutional structure of marriage has invested the husband with authority and backed 
it by the power of church and state. The marriages of wives have thus been officially dominated by the 
husband. Hebrew, Christian, and Islamic versions of deity were in complete accord on this matter. The 
laws, written or unwritten, religious or civil, which have defined the marital union have been based on 
male conceptions, and they have undergirded male authority. 

Adam came first. Eve was created to supply him with companionship, not vice versa. And 
God himself had told her that Adam would rule over her; her wishes had to conform to his. 
The New Testament authors agreed. Women were created for men, not men for women; 
women were therefore commanded to be obedient. If they wanted to learn anything, let them 
ask their husbands in private, for it was shameful for them to talk in the church. They should 
submit themselves to their husbands, because husbands were superior to wives; and wives 
should be as subject to their husbands as the church was to Christ. Timothy wrapped it all up: 
“Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to 
usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence.” Male Jews continued for millennia to thank 
God three times a day that they were not women. And the Koran teaches women that men are 
naturally their superiors because God made them that way; naturally, their own status is one of 
subordination. 

The state as well as the church had the same conception of marriage, assigning to the 
husband and father control over his dependents, including his wife. Sometimes this power was 
well-nigh absolute, as in the case of the Roman patria potestas—or the English common law, 
which flatly said, “The husband and wife are as one and that one is the husband.” There are 
rules still lingering today with the same, though less extreme, slant. Diane B. Schulder has 
summarized the legal framework of the wife’s marriage as laid down in the common law. 

The legal responsibilities of a wife are to live in the home established by her husband; 
to perform the domestic chores (cleaning, cooking, washing, etc.) necessary to help 
maintain that home; to care for her husband and children.... A husband may force his wife 
to have sexual relations as long as his demands are reasonable and her health is not 
endangered.... The law allows a wife to take a job if she wishes. However, she must see that 
her domestic chores are completed, and, if there are children, that they receive proper care 
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during her absence. 

A wife is not entitled to payment for household work; and some jurisdictions in the United 
States expressly deny payment for it. In some states, the wife’s earnings are under the control 
of her husband, and in four, special court approval and in some cases husband’s consent are 
required if a wife wishes to start a business of her own. 

The male counterpart to these obligations includes that of supporting his wife. He 
may not disinherit her. She has a third interest in property owned by him, even if it is held 
in his name only. Her name is required when he sells property. 

Not only divine and civil law but also rules of etiquette have defined authority as a 
husband’s prerogative. One of the first books published in England was a Boke of Good 
Manners, translated from the French of Jacques Le Grand in 1487, which included a chapter 
on “How Wymmen Ought to Be Gouerned.” The thirty-third rule of Plutarch’s Rules for 
Husbands and Wives was that women should obey their husbands; if they “try to rule over 
their husbands they make a worse mistake than the husbands do who let themselves be ruled.” 
The husband’s rule should not, of course, be brutal; he should not rule his wife “as a master 
does his chattel, but as the soul governs the body, by feeling with her and being linked to her 
by affection.” Wives, according to Richard Baxter, a seventeenth-century English divine, had 
to obey even a wicked husband, the only exception being that a wife need not obey a husband 
if he ordered her to change her religion. But, again, like Plutarch, Baxter warned that the 
husband should love his wife; his authority should not be so coercive or so harsh as to destroy 
love. Among his twelve rules for carrying out the duties of conjugal love, however, was one to 
the effect that love must not be so imprudent as to destroy authority. 

As late as the nineteenth century, Tocqueville noted that in the United States the ideals of 
democracy did not apply between husbands and wives: 

Nor have the Americans ever supposed that one consequence of democratic 
principles is the subversion of marital power, or the confusion of the natural 
authorities in families. They hold that every association must have a head in order 
to accomplish its objective, and that the natural head of the conjugal association is 
man. They do not therefore deny him the right of directing his partner; and they 
maintain, that in the smaller association of husband and wife, as well as in the 
great social community, the object of democracy is to regulate and legalize the 
powers which are necessary, not to subvert all power. 

This opinion is not peculiar to men and contested by women; I never observed 
that the women of America consider conjugal authority as a fortunate usurpation 
[by men] of their rights, nor that they thought themselves degraded by submitting 
to it. It appears to me, on the contrary, that they attach a sort of pride to the 
voluntary surrender of their own will, and make it their boast to bend themselves 
to the yoke, not to shake it off. 

The point here is not to document once more the specific ways (religious, legal, moral, 
traditional) in which male authority has been built into the marital union—that has been done 
a great many times—but merely to illustrate how different (structurally or “objectively” as 
well as perceptually or “subjectively”) the wife’s marriage has actually been from the 
husband’s throughout history. 
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The Subversiveness of Nature 

The rationale for male authority rested not only on biblical grounds but also on nature or 
natural law, on the generally accepted natural superiority of men. For nothing could be more 
self-evident than that the patriarchal conception of marriage, in which the husband was 
unequivocally the boss, was natural, resting as it did on the unchallenged superiority of males. 

Actually, nature, if not deity, is subversive. Power, or the ability to coerce or to veto, is 
widely distributed in both sexes, among women as well as among men. And whatever the 
theoretical or conceptual picture may have been, the actual, day-by-day relationships between 
husbands and wives have been determined by the men and women themselves. All that the 
institutional machinery could do was to confer authority; it could not create personal power, 
for such power cannot be conferred, and women can generate it as well as men, a matter 
examined in greater detail in chapter 7. Thus, keeping women in their place has been a 
universal problem, in spite of the fact that almost without exception institutional patterns give 
men positions of superiority over them. 

If the sexes were, in fact, categorically distinct, with no overlapping, so that no man was 
inferior to any woman or any woman superior to any man, or vice versa, marriage would have 
been a great deal simpler. But there is no such sharp cleavage between the sexes except with 
respect to the presence or absence of certain organs. With all the other characteristics of each 
sex, there is greater or less overlapping, some men being more “feminine” than the average 
woman and some women more “masculine” than the average man. The structure of families 
and societies reflects the positions assigned to men and women. The bottom stratum includes 
children, slaves, servants, and outcasts of all kinds, males as well as females. As one ascends 
the structural hierarchy, the proportion of males increases, so that at the apex there are only 
males. 

When societies fall back on the lazy expedient—as all societies everywhere have done—
of allocating the rewards and punishments of life on the basis of sex, they are bound to create a 
host of anomalies, square pegs in round holes, societal misfits. Roles have been allocated on 
the basis of sex which did not fit a sizable number of both sexes—women, for example, who 
chafed at subordinate status and men who could not master superordinate status. The history 
of the relations of the sexes is replete with examples of such misfits. Unless a modus vivendi 
is arrived at, unhappy marriages are the result. 

There is, though, a difference between the exercise of power by husbands and by wives. 
When women exert power, they are not rewarded; they may even be punished. They are 
“deviant.” Turk and Bell note that “wives who... have the greater influence in decision making 
may experience guilt over this fact.” They must therefore dissemble to maintain the illusion, 
even to themselves, that they are subservient. They tend to feel less powerful than they are 
because they ought to be. 

When men exert power, on the other hand, they are rewarded; it is the natural expression 
of authority. They feel no guilt about it. The prestige of authority goes to the husband whether 
or not he is actually the one who exercises it. It is not often even noticed when the wife does 
so. She sees to it that it is not. 
There are two marriages, then, in every marital union, his and hers. And his, is better than 
hers. The questions, therefore, are these: In what direction will they change in the future? Will 
one change more than the other? Will they tend to converge or to diverge? Will the future 
continue to favor the husband’s marriage? And if the wife’s marriage is improved, will it cost 
the husband’s anything, or will his benefit along with hers? 


